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Introduction 
Basics and an Outline of the Problem

GAMECASH is a platform that was built based on blockchain technology with the 
hopes of improving productivity and increasing the capabilities of an average 
person in a, now, very complicated financial world. With a secure, simple interface, 
the GAMECASH platform allows users to earn the in-built currency, gamecash, by 
simply playing video-games; From hereinafter the platform will be referred to as 
GAMECASH whilst the currency will be referred to as gamecash. GAMECASH will 
change the way in which gaming is perceived as we know it - Along with a huge 
amount of other features, GAMECASH allows users to be able to monetise their 
gameplay whilst still getting the same amount of entertainment and fun. 

GAMECASH, unlike other cryptocurrency platforms, has an easy-to-use system 
that can be learnt by anyone. With GAMECASH, users can invest in start-up video 
games (that can be found on the downloadable platform), buy in-game items, 
democratise video game development, set up cash-based tournaments, along with 
a vast variety of other things. 

GAMECASH gives average people the ability to invest in various new video games; 
With the increasingly high barriers that are set by Wall Street white-collar elitists 
and venture capitalists alike, investing into start-up and major video games is no 
easy feat. However, with the help of GAMECASH, the average person will no longer 
have to break down those barriers and can make free investment choices that 
empower their ability to make a change; That’s how capitalism should work. To 
further highlight, people’s investments will not only give them a share of the video 
game but, will also allow them to have certain abilities and powers. For example, 
the power to vote on certain decisions within the desired video game’s platform. 
This allows for video game development to be democratised so that the 
community can benefit as a whole.
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Gaming currently takes up a huge portion of people’s lives, whether it be on a 
Gameboy Color or a top-of-the-line PC. For example, last year it was estimated 
that teenagers spent up to 20 hours per week on their video game devices. This 
would be ok if gaming was a productive use of people’s time and resources but, 
unfortunately, it’s not. 

Furthermore, analytics show that the amount of time in which teenagers are 
spending on video game devices per week is increasing at a substantial rate of an 
averaged 10% per year. This is clearly not good. With the youngest generation of 
our planet devoting so much time to an unproductive activity, we can be sure to 
see a reduction in economical development across the coming years - Perhaps not 
straight away but, if this problem isn’t solved soon then, some time in the coming 
years - definitely. 

GAMECASH hopes to solve this problem by providing the users with a way to 
monetise their gaming experience. Thus, they can earn a tradable income whilst 
still having fun; A win-win. 

The final problem that GAMECASH hopes to solve is not so much a negative but 
rather, a positive; GAMECASH intends to enhance the gaming experience for 
users. We have set up various ways in which gamecash can be used as a medium 
of exchange for cash incentivised tournaments. Gone are the days of having to go 
through the hassle of using a third party such as banks to organise tournaments 
with fiat currency that reward the winner. Now users can simply use the 
GAMECASH platform and the in-built currency, gamecash, to compete with peers; 
Simplicity in it’s utmost beauty.
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Introduction 
Ethos

The GAMECASH ethos is to provide a more productive system that can benefit both the 
user and, the community as a whole. We aim to increase the amount of economic growth 
that video games bring to todays society and to benefit all parties who are involved in the 
GAMECASH platform including, the user, the developers of video games, the GAMECASH 
community and those surrounding and supporting the GAMECASH project.  

We also believe that our current global economic system is not at it’s maximum potential 
and that will help to improve it by opening up new doors for opportunity and development; 
the GAMECASH project will help increase the amount of potential economic growth within 
an already substantially, large industry - gaming. However, GAMECASH doesn't want to 
help just the company owners and developers but, the consumers and people using the 
products as well. We hope to allow them to benefit and make good of their own current, 
entertainment systems by increasing their potential productivity rates and providing an 
alternate source of income. 

We want to increase the productivity in our current society by providing a cash 
incentivised reward for those who spend a lot of time gaming - This, along with the other 
features of GAMECASH will allow for the user to not only satisfy his own entertainment 
needs but also help satisfy the economy around themselves. Hopefully, when people earn 
gamecash, they will invest it into other startup video-game projects or will exercise their 
voting rights thereby helping improve existing video games for everyone else using it. 

GAMECASH aims to provide a fair platform from which important community choices and 
decisions can be made. We aim to help take away, at least, part of the power that the 
already centralised game development authorities currently have and spread out the 
power amongst the consumers and users. 

The centralised authorities will still be earning the same amount of income but, with the 
decentralised voting system that GAMECASH puts in place, important development 
decisions will be left up to the community (for more information on how this will work 
please read the later parts of this paper.
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Abstract
GAMECASH addresses four main issues and provides one new, outstanding platform to 
solve them all. GAMECASH addresses the issues of; Central authorities controlling game 
development, productivity issues in an unproductive environment, complicated and 
heavily regulated cash based tournaments and, a barrier preventing average people from 
investing in video games.  

As of right now, game development is currently controlled by just a handful of companies. 
Because of this, the video game industry is filled with very little competition in the market 
and so, companies can make huge profits whilst the consumer suffers from limited 
gameplay, limited features and jacked-up price hikes. Furthermore, games will almost 
always be developed in a way that will benefit the company more than the consumer. For 
example, adding in-game purchases, increasing the amount of time it takes to unlock 
items, limiting user power.  

Below - A graph showing the total market cap. of the video game industry in the U.S alone

1. https://www.statista.com/topics/868/video-games/
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To prevent this oligopoly system from growing any larger and worse, GAMECASH 
proposes a solution; Democratised development of games that allows users to vote and 
earn dividends on decisions that they can make through investing into video games. 

The second, arguably more obvious, problem in the video game industry is the consumer 
taking part in playing video games whilst reducing their productivity; Who can work and 
play at the same time? Because of this, economic growth is inevitably going to suffer - 
especially with the ever increasing amount of people participating in playing video games. 
GAMECASH solves this problem by providing a way i which users can monetise their 
gameplay with a currency that can be used to easily invest in other video games. Thereby 
allowing them to attain voting rights and earn a passive income through video game 
dividends. 

Thirdly, complicated issues regarding cash-based tournaments has always been a 
problem in the video game industry. For example, if users wish to partake in a tournament 
where a cash  prize is ‘up-for-grabs’ and they have to stake their own fiat currency, 
painstakingly long financial processes will ensue. Extensively, many users wont even be 
allowed to participate in these tournaments because of their nationality, country of 
residence or age. Contrary to this, GAMECASH is an unbiased platform that does not take 
into account any of these variables and provides an easy-to-use way to set up 
tournaments. Because GAMECASH is unbiased, no regulations or policies have to be 
followed through with and, users can easily partake in a cash-based tournament in a 
simple two-step process. 

Finally, public investment growth into the video game industry has significantly slowed in 
the previous years. This is due to the fact that the amount of investment opportunities that 
are being made available to the public are ever decreasing; Video game start-ups are 
choosing to favour venture capitalists and wall street elitists over the public, making 
investment very complicated and not worth the time of many average people. GAMECASH 
changes this by providing users with a simple interface that allows them to easily find new 
games to invest and join in on.

Abstract
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Problems and Solutions 
Outline

This section of the paper will outline, in detail, the various problems that GAMECASH aims 
to solve. It will also explain some of the basic mechanics behind the GAMECASH solutions 
to the former problems. But mostly, this section of the paper will be abstract and fairly 
ideological in comparison to the more gritty details of the ‘How it works’ section of the 
paper.  

It will feature various statistics and graphical analysis of our current economical system 
surrounding the video game industry and will feature projections of how the GAMECASH 
platform will change the current situation. Projections are all estimations and are 
calculated to be as accurate as possible. However, it is worth keeping in mind that it is 
possible for various anomalies to occur that may affect the projections for both the better 
and, the worse. These anomalies will be accounted for and discussed within the 
explanations for the solutions.  

Much of the GAMECASH’s mission and underlying beliefs will be addressed and 
thoroughly explained in how the platform will solve the problems that are presented. The 
GAMECASH platform will aim to stick to the solutions to the problems and the problems 
themselves as accurately as possible in order to help maintain the original core goal of the 
project. We will try to stick to the solutions to the problems as accurately as possible in 
order to ensure that the GAMECASH platform sticks to it’s original roots and base so that 
it has a strong foothold that will allow it to grow and become larger.
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Problems and Solutions 
Problem; Productivity

As addressed in the introduction and abstract, it is substantially obvious that whilst 
playing video games, people become significantly less productive. In today’s society it is 
becoming increasingly easier for people to get their hands on electronic devices as a 
source of entertainment in order to fill their dopamine and serotonin driven desires - 
Humans strive to get these two chemicals which provide both satisfaction and pleasure. 
Of course, when coupled with an easy way to get the necessary kick and an unproductive 
way to do so, a hugely destructive and addictive environment is created.  

This virus of a problem has deeply rooted itself into the modern day world with a huge 
amount of children, teenagers and, young adults becoming victims; This is a huge 
problem. 

With the youngest generation of our time allowing themselves to become enslaved to the 
addictive tendencies of human nature, productivity is sure to decrease over the coming 
years of the near-future. The fact that it is so easy for people to get their hands on such 
technology means that this problem is not only a projection but, an inevitability.  

Below is a graph showing the increase of video game activity over the course of previous 
years, along with projections: 

2. http://kairos.technorhetoric.net/20.2/topoi/beck-et-al/vie_dewin.html
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Problems and Solutions 
Solution; Productivity

Whilst it is obvious that if you asked someone whether or not they want to be productive, 
their answer would be yes however, this is not always the case in the real world. This 
comes down to the fundamental, simple, reasoning of ‘it is easier said than done’; In the 
long-term people can easily visualise their goals and targets but, during the short-term it 
is often the case that people would rather get a quick fix to their dopamine and serotonin 
addictions - a video game entertainment system provides this - regardless of whether or 
not it is productive to do so. And so, the first hurdle is presented to the GAMECASH 
platform in trying to provide a solution to the problem of productivity.  

GAMECASH can solve this problem in either on of two ways; a) Providing another 
entertainment system that can equal the quality and uniqueness all current and future 
video game systems and make video games more productive or more simply, b) Integrate 
it’s platform into all existing current video game systems to compliment current platforms 
whilst proving an aspect of productivity. 

When looking at GAMECASH’s two options, it becomes clear which option is easier, 
cheaper, more convenient and, more useful; Option b. 

GAMECASH can integrate it’s platform into already existing video games to allow it’s 
users to be able to monetise their gameplay without sacrificing any of the entertainment 
that they get from playing. It can do this by providing an easy-to-use interface and a high 
quality of application that is able to collect data from the users gameplay and interaction 
with their system. Linking to already established video games should not face any 
problems with getting permission from current developers because there is no permission 
needed to gather third-party data from the existing users so long as the user themselves 
agrees to supply the information from their own gameplay. 

Monetisation will allow for the user to play their game with not further effort and earn a 
cryptocurrency (gamecash) simultaneously. Gamecash will have an established value (this 
will be discussed how later) that enables the user to earn a substantial income whilst 
having fun at the same time.
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Problems and Solutions 
Problem; Development

The development of video games plays a major role in an already booming industry; If 
development cannot be done properly and correctly, to the best of the ability of the 
developers, then a major issue is created - The current situation that we are in. The 
problem often goes unnoticed because of the centralised totalitarian powers of authority 
that the game developers have. Whilst GAMECASH cannot take away the problem of 
centralisation, it can help democratise the powers of authority.  

The problems of having a centralised totalitarian authority of game developers are as 
follows; Game development becomes less about the consumer and more about making 
profits, game development can’t benefit the community as a whole (developers can never 
truly predict the consumer needs), high barriers are set that prevent people from being 
able to invest in the video game itself.  

Below is a graph showing the limited amount of public investment growth that is currently 
going into video games:

3. http://www.thestar.com.my/business/business-news/2017/04/15/wanted-more-
highquality-investments/
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Problems and Solutions 
Solution; Development

GAMECASH provides a solution to all three of the problems addressed regarding 
development. 

Firstly, GAMECASH provides a platform that will enable users to simply buy shares of a 
video game project (not a video game company) with gamecash. The shares of the set 
video game will allow for the user to have certain rights and powers. Namely, they may get 
the ability to having voting rights amongst the video game. Now, the user can invest into 
their favourite video game and have an influential vote on many of the major game 
decisions that are made. For example, they can vote for a change in the way a certain 
game is played or presented. The result is a community based game that takes away a 
large portion of the centralised authority’s power. This solution tackles the first two 
problems of video game development only benefiting the game developers and creating a 
better product for the community as a whole. 

Secondly, GAMECASH provides an easy way for users to find video game startups to 
invest in - Something that was originally only limited to the very few elitists and venture 
capitalists. With the power of decentralisation, the GAMECASH platform is unbiased as to 
the amount the person wishes to invest or who the person is.  

Below is a picture showing the simple user-interface of the GAMECASH platform:
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Problems and Solutions 
Problem; Cash-based tournaments

As highlighted and mentioned numerous times throughout this paper so far, a vast 
proportion of young adults and children alike currently play video games. However, of this 
vast majority a huge proportion of video game players also play in order to compete with 
peers for cash prizes. For example, tournaments and wagers. 

With very few platforms that are also very limited in their capabilities and ease of use 
providing a viable service to those who wish to engage in cash-based tournaments a 
problem is created. This problem is partly created due to the fact that it is very 
complicated for people to use fiat currency in any given situation that is not normal in 
‘day-to-day’ use. This is because there a huge amount of regulations and rules that are set 
around fiat currencies.  

Gamecash (the currency), strips down all of those regulations and enables a free market 
to be created. This allows for the GAMECASH platform to be able to incorporate a peer-
to-peer networking system into it’s tournaments. The network will act as an escrow that 
allows for cash to be fairly stored in a non-biased environment whilst the tournament/
wager takes place. Once a winner is determined, the gamecash can be distributed 
accordingly. 

GAMECASH’s non-biased platform means that anyone can take place in cash-based 
tournaments regardless of what country or residency that the user has. For example, if a 
user is in a country where such regulations apply that disallow them from being able to 
stake their money in any such competition or environment.  

Our aim is to revolutionise the way in which cash tournaments are perceived not just in 
westernised states but, across international borders inclusively; GAMECASH has the 
potential to extend into other areas further than just the, notably, huge video game 
industry.
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How it works 
Installing the GAMECASH platform

Installing the GAMECASH platform is intended to be as easy as possible. Users can 
choose from a variety of options in which they can set up GAMECASH on their devices. 
For example, GAMECASH has been made to be compatible as an iOS application, an 
Android application, an OS Mac application and, a Windows 10 application. For those 
users who do not have any of these devices, a website based platform is also available.  

The GAMECASH platform, at its current stage, is an averaged 900 Mb application. Whilst 
this amount of data is not small, it is certainly not large and so most, if not all, users 
should be able to install it without any issue. 

Once the GAMECASH platform is installed, users must set up a GAMECASH account. The 
GAMECASH platform will need the users to create a unique username, give their email 
address and, set up a gamecash wallet. Once they have done this, they are ready to begin 
using the platform. The unique wallet allows for users to deposit and freely withdraw 
gamecash. 

Now they can choose which video game platforms they would like to link their 
GAMECASH to. Once they have chosen their platform, they will have to give their network 
accounts and addresses so that GAMECASH can collect the necessary information. Then, 
the user should simply link their device and their video game platform together via 
bluetooth or through a secure network key. Once this is done, date will begin to be 
immediately collected and logged onto the platform from the user’s video game activity 
and they will start to earn gamecash accordingly. 
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How it works 
Earning gamecash (the cryptocurrency)

The process of earning gamecash is made as simple as possible for the user. However, 
the fundamental underlying mechanics of the system are certainly anything but simplistic. 
Because of this, we will provide an explanation of the process of earning gamecash 
through a, hopefully, aesthetic diagram along with a written explanation as well;

More information on the next page…

User plays 
video game

Data is sent to 
GAMECASH main 

network as a record of 
proof

Data is sent to all other 
GAMECASH platforms

Peer 
GAMECASH 
platforms 
confirm and 
validate the 
data

Gamecash [GCSH] is 
sent to the user 

accordingly from the 
GAMECASH reserve

After 5 validations, the data 
is sent from the user’s 

GAMECASH platform to the 
GAMECASH reserve

Confirmation and
validation is sent

back to the user’s
GAMECASH platform

user’s GAMECASH
Data is sent to the

platform
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How it works 
Earning gamecash (the cryptocurrency)

The rate at which gamecash can be earned will be dependent on the current date and 
time. For the first month of the GAMECASH platform being released users will receive 16 
gamecash [GCSH] for every hour that they spend playing their game (note: they must be 
actively playing in order to earn GSCH; Staying idle or just leaving the system turned on, 
will not generate any GSCH earnings. For the first month also, users will receive rewards 
from achievements that will depend on the level and difficulty of achievement. The 
maximum amount earned from one achievement will equal 32 GCSH whilst the minimum 
will equal 1 GCSH. 

After the first month of the GAMECASH platform being released, the amount earned from 
all possible earnings will, exactly, halve - The minimum amount earned from achievements 
is inclusive in this regard also. So for example, after 2 months of the GAMECASH platform 
being released, each user will earn 8 GCSH per hour from gameplay and 16 GCSH 
maximum from achievements with 0.5 GCSH as a minimum. The amount will stop halving 
once the amount earned from one hour of gameplay reaches 0.25 GCSH. 

It is important to note that there is only a set amount of GCSH available; 99,999,999 GCSH. 
No more GCSH will ever be created. This means that after a dependent variable of an 
amount of time, no more GCSH will be able to be earned from gameplay or achievements. 
Once all 9,999,999 GCSH has been distributed from the GAMECASH platform, people will 
only be able to get GCSH from exchanges, winning cash-based competitions, trading in-
game items, dividends, and various other capitalistic means. We predict that all GCSH will 
have been distributed from the GAMECASH reserve by the year 2020. GCSH will still 
maintain all of it’s practical applications such as, voting rights, the ability to invest etc. 
with the only difference being that users can no longer earn GCSH through playing video 
games and earning achievements.  

Because of the limited supply, some potential problems seem arise. From a quick glance, 
it may seem as though the limited supply will eventually prevent gamers from becoming 
productive. However, because of a video game related currency being released, gamers 
will still be able to earn GCSH through playing their video game. An example of how this is 
possible is as follows; The user can use his experience and acquired items in their set 
video game to sell and trade in exchange for GCSH thereby allowing them to still benefit 
the surrounding economy.
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How it works 
Using GAMECASH to buy in-game items

GAMECASH can be used to buy in-game items with an easy-to-use user interface that 
incorporates the advantages of the speed of using a decentralised currency. However, as 
with buying anything, a suitable medium of exchange is necessary in order to establish a 
trustworthy transaction. Therefore, the problem lies of merchants not accepting 
gamecash as a viable currency to be used for the exchange of goods. However, do not 
worry; we have thought about this problem and have provided a suitable solution. We have 
provided a diagram to show how the solution and transactions with third-party merchants 
will work;

User sends 
gamecash to 

GAMECASH network 
from GAMECASH 

platform

GAMECASH network 
converts gamecash to 
necessary currency i.e. 

Xbox Points

Converted 
gamecash is sent 

to the in-game 
store

User sends 
gamecash to 

merchant which 
accepts gamecash

Purchased in-
game items are 
sent back to the 

user

The items that are sent back to the user will be visible on the account that the user had 
set up with the GAMECASH platform. It is important that the user sets up the correct 
account in which they wish to receive their in-game bought items. If they do not set up the 
correct account, then their purchased items will not be visible.
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How it works 
Using GAMECASH to earn fiat currency

The main way in which GAMECASH increases user’s productivity is by giving them another 
means of earning income that can be invested into other video game start-ups to help 
boost the global economy. However, should they not wish to invest  video game start-ups 
and already established video games alike, in order to own voting rights, dividends and 
right of ownership, then they can convert their earned gamecash [GCSH] into any fiat 
currency of their choosing by using an in-built feature in the GAMECASH platform. 
However, users who wish to convert their gamecash [GCSH] into fiat currency must 
comply with the laws in their current residency - this often involves going through a KYC 
policy that helps us to identify who the user is. This policy is necessary so that it can be 
confirmed that gamecash [GCSH] is not being used for any criminal activity such as, 
money laundering or drug distribution (of course this is not possible within the 
GAMECASH platform but, legally, we are obliged to stick to these policies).  

Gamecash [GCSH] can only be converted into fiat currency in whole units so, for example, 
0.9 gamecash [GCSH] could not be converted into any fiat currency - This is to limit spam 
transactions and any potential server attacks.  

The rate at which each gamecash [GCSH] can be converted at will be dependent on the 
current exchange rate of gamecash [GCSH] to bitcoin. Then everything following that will 
be dependent on bitcoin’s exchange rate to fiat currency. The rates will be updated at a 
constant rate, with data being taken from coinmarketcap.com and various exchanges to 
determine it’s value. 
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How it works 
Using GAMECASH as an investment tool

This paper has previously touched on the idea of the GAMECASH platform allowing for 
users to use gamecash [GCSH] as an investment tool. This can be made possible through 
the various processes and features that GAMECASH has. Furthermore, not only does 
GAMECASH make this a possibility but, it also provides an easy-to-use and aesthetically 
pleasant interface. For a brief explanation of how investing with the GAMECASH platform 
works, an annotated diagram is provided:

User sends Gamecash 
[GCSH] to GAMECASH 

main network

GAMECASH main network 
sends gamecash [GCSH] to 

company

Company sends back 
shares, dividends, voting 

rights etc. to user

The user’s GAMECASH platform will record all of the data and shares that the user is 
receiving. It is important to note that the user’s rights of the shares will only be visible on 
his GAMECASH platform and GAMECASH main network. The user’s identity is solely 
reliant on the IP address of GAMECASH platform from which the funds were sent - The 
user would not be able to see his shares on another device. However, it is possible for the 
user’s shares to be traded and sent to other GAMECASH platforms. The shares can then 
be distributed for an unlimited amount of times between peer GAMECASH platforms and, 
when possible, can be sold on third party exchanges.
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How it works 
Democratised development of games

One of the key features of GAMECASH is allowing user’s to have a democratised 
development of their favourite video games, thereby allowing them to have their video 
games developed in a way that will benefit the community as a whole. Democratised 
development of games can be made possible through voting rights. Voting rights will  be 
dependent on the amount one person invests into their set video game in comparison to 
everyone else. For example, user 1 invests 10 GCSH into a video game whilst user 2 invest 
20 GCSH into a video game. User 2 will have twice the amount of voting power as user 1 
because they invested twice the amount of GCSH. Voting rights will allow users to vote on 
the various decisions within a video games development. For example, in a first-person 
shooter game, there may be a choice to be made for users to have 50% more health. The 
upcoming choice will be broadcast to all GAMECASH platforms that may be involved in 
casting a vote for the final decision and the votes will be collectively stored and counted in 
a pool for a set amount of time until a decision is made. Here is a diagram to help further 
illustrate:

Company broadcasts a 
decision to be made and 
the time variables from 

which the decision has to 
be made to the 

GAMECASH main network

Decision is 
broadcast to the 
necessary user 

GAMECASH 
platforms

Users cast their 
votes 

anonymously to a 
vault

Vault holds the 
votes securely for 
a set amount of 

time

When time period is up, votes 
are sent back to company who 

makes the decision  
accordingly.
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How it works 
GAMECASH as a way to organise cash-based tournaments

GAMECASH can be used to organise cash-based tournaments between peers who would 
rather not go through the hassle of using a complicated banking and fiat currency system. 
GAMECASH provides an easy alternative to having to abide with the current, extremely 
strict, financial regulations surrounding current cash-based tournaments. To further 
extend, GAMECASH provides a very secure escrow service that ensures no peer can issue 
a chargeback and scam the rest of the competing users. The cash-based tournaments will 
work by peers entering a unique code that is created by themselves to join their given 
competition. Once the user has joined the given competition, they send the amount of 
gamecash [GCSH] which they are staking into a tournament pool (the escrow service) and 
then compete in the tournament. Once a winner is decided, all the gamecash [GCSH] in 
the pool is sent out accordingly - The rules of the tournament and the way in which funds 
will be distributed both after and/or during the tournament can be decided prior to the 
tournament password being released, by a set administrator (user). Cash-based 
tournaments provide a simple solution to what seems to be a major issue in the current 
video game industry.
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Technology 
The Platform

This section of the paper will provide pictures and diagrams of what the GAMECASH 
platform looks like on an iOS device and a Windows laptop - Android devices and OS Mac 
devices will also feature very similar layouts but for ease of flexibility and recognition, only 
two devices have been chosen to demonstrate.

BALANCE:  4326 GCSH

UPCOMING 
DECISIONS

TOURNAMENTS

Add Game

HOMEPAGE GAMECASH

My Account

Tournaments Upcoming  
Decisions

14 days

Amount of time until 
rewards halve

Progress ’til next gamecash earned

BALANCE:  4326 GCSH

My Account

Add Game

Tournaments

Decisions and Votes

As shown above, the user-interface was created and made to be as simple and user-
friendly as possible so that it would be able to reach the vastest amount of potential users 
as possible. However, it is important to keep in mind that these snapshots only show a 
view of the earliest alpha version of the platform. Once the beta version is completed and 
testing of the alpha platform has finished, it is highly likely that the way in which the 
platform looks will change but, it is unlikely to change in a highly significant way and so, 
these pictures should provide a good idea of what the final product will look like.
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Token Distribution 
Outline

Tokens will be distributed in a variety of ways. Token distribution is occurring for three 
main reasons; To help raise funds for further development and bounty campaigns, to help 
raise awareness for the GAMECASH platform, to give users a medium of exchange from 
which they can instantly use on the GAMECASH platform once it is released to the public. 

Tokens will be distributed in the following ratios:

1%

20%

75%

4%

Bounty ICO Not Distributed Pre-Sale

As shown above, 4% of gamecash [GCSH] will go towards bounties, 1% towards the Pre-
Sale, 75% towards the ICO, and 20% will be held back - The 20% that is held back will all 
go towards the GAMECASH reserve fund to payout all the users who are earning 
gamecash from video games and achievements etc. If you wish to find out more 
information about what will happen when the reserve runs out of funds or, the rates at 
which users can earn gamecash [GCSH] please see the ‘How it works - Earning 
gamecash’ section of the paper.
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Conclusion
In conclusion therefore, GAMECASH was a platform that was created to solve a huge 
variety of problems that currently surround the video game industry and productivity 
amongst young adults alike.  

GAMECASH has provided various solutions to these problems through advanced hashing 
algorithmic data, simple organisational skills and, harnessing the power of a  
decentralised of a peer-to-peer network. GAMECASH plans to further it’s impact on the 
video game industry in the future with further development that can be achieved through 
raising funds from an initial coin offering. 

Once GAMECASH gets a wider acceptance of users, it can extend its influence into, not 
just westernised societies but, across international and global borders as well. Once this 
happens, GAMECASH’s platform will revolutionise the way in which video game 
investments occur, the way in which video games are developed and, ultimately, the way 
in which video games are perceived by the rest of society; Video games will no longer be 
seen as a waste of time but rather, a productive way in which people can better improve 
their own lives and the economy simultaneously.
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